
Level 3 Applied Diploma in Criminology – FAQ’s 

 

What exam board is this course?  

This course is provided by WJEC.  

 

Does this Criminology qualification carry UCAS points? 

The qualification carries UCAS points and appears on the UCAS Tariff 

Calculator. The UCAS points for each grade are shown below (these are 

the same as A-level qualifications). 

 

Which universities accept WJEC Level 3 Applied Criminology? 

Many universities accept this qualification and lots of our students go on to varying University 

courses. However, entry requirements vary across institutions. Students should always check 

with their chosen university to confirm their individual entry requirements for their chosen 

undergraduate courses. 

 

What Units/topics do we cover? 

The course is made up of 4 Units, all worth 25% of the course:  

1. Changing Awareness of Crime.  

2. Criminological Theories   

3. Crime scene to Courtroom. 

4. Crime and Punishment. 

Please see the welcome video on Carmel college website for a detailed overview of these Units.  

 

What are the entry requirements for the course?  

To study Criminology at Carmel you will need 5 GCSE’s graded 4 or above, one of which being 

English Language.  

 



How is the course assessed?  

Assessments for the course are speared out evenly over the two years, and are a mix of controlled 

assessment and external exams.  

In year 1 of the course, you will sit a controlled assessment before Christmas (worth 25%) and 

then an external exam (worth 25%) at the end of year 1. 

Likewise, in year 2, you will sit another controlled assessment before Christmas (worth 25%) and 

an exam (worth 25%) at the end of year 2. 

 

Is this course a BTEC or an A-level?  

Technically, it is neither. Whilst this course does contain internal assessments similar to a BTEC, 

the course is a Level 3 Applied Diploma and graded A* to E rather than Pass, Merit, Distinction.  

You course does not include coursework as such, you will sit two controlled assessments that are 

completed in timed conditions (8 hours each). 

 

What is a ‘controlled assessment’ and how do these work?   

On the course you will complete two controlled assessments, one in year 1 and one in year 2.  

A controlled assessment in an internal assessment which you will sit at the end of Unit 1 and 3. 

These are timed assessments lasting 8 hours each (spread over 2/3 days). You are allowed to 

take in your folder/notes when completing these. 

You are given a ‘brief’ on the day of the assessment which is a scenario to which you apply your 

knowledge. 

Your teacher then marks these assessments and they are checked by the exam board.  

 

What trips do the department run?  

Recently we have run trips to Shrewsbury Prison, the Manchester Magistrates Courts and The 

Manchester Police Museum, as well as having guest speakers such as the Assistant Chief 

Constable of Merseyside Police, and a Police Intelligence Analyst.  

 

What support will I get?  

We offer lots of support to students in Criminology, and tutors are always willing to spend time to 

help you. We run extra tutorials for small groups and provide extra support outside of lessons 

when needed. There are also multiple copies of the course textbooks in the library for you to use. 


